Transcranial direct current stimulation can enhance ability in motor imagery tasks.
Previous studies have shown that motor-related areas are activated when individuals perform the hand mental rotation task (HMRT), which is used as a motor imagery task. Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a noninvasive method of cortical stimulation, and anodal tDCS enhances the excitability of target regions. The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of tDCS during the HMRT. Eighteen healthy, right-handed participants in this study performed the HMRT before (pre) and immediately after (post) anodal or sham tDCS. Both anodal and sham tDCS were applied to the left scalp over the hand-knob area for 10 min with a current intensity of 1 mA. Reaction times and error rates were analyzed and compared. As main results, reaction times were significantly shorter for postanodal tDCS than for preanodal tDCS (P<0.01) or postsham tDCS (P<0.05). No significant differences in reaction times were observed between presham and postsham tDCS. These findings indicate that anodal tDCS during the HMRT can enhance task performance.